9o	NOTES ON CHAPTER II
present course of the river, or the course of the river in Rennell'g
time.
 58.	Shah Shuja', Nawab of Bengal and Orissa, who, with his
followers, was slaughtered in Arakan in 1660.    Only the ruins of
the zanana buildings of the palace now remain.
 59.	Of the " Banqueting house/' or pavilion for spectators to
watch regattas held in the lake, the garden (Phulbari), and the
pipes by which water was brought from a reservoir connected
with the lake, only ruins   remain   (see   Santal Parganas District
Gazetteer, p. 275).    For an interesting contemporary description
of Rajmahal and Shah Shuja's Palace see the account by Nicolas
de Graaf, a surgeon in the service of the Dutch East India Com-
pany.    De Graaf journeyed from Hugli to Patna in 1670 shortly
after Marshall.    He spent a week in examining the buildings at
Rajmahal, and his plan of the city faces p, 48 of his Voyages aux
Indes Orientates, published in 1719.
 60.	The " English house " was the building occupied by the
factors of the E.I.Co. sent from HugH and Kasimbazar to superin-
tend the coinage of the Company's bullion at the Mughal mint.
6r. Puttahaw possibly represents Patthara, the " place of the
stone." Cf. " Pilaar " on Broucke's map, and " Colonne " on
the Nouvelle Carte du Royaume de Bengale (Histoire Generals des
Voyages, 1751).
 62.	The " Bourgengel " of Broucke's map and the " Burra-
jungull (bard jangal, great woods or waste) of Marshall's journey
by palanquin in 1671.
 63.	Popolpore, Dellegola, Dolladee and Hardora, all probably
diluviated since Marshall's day.
 64.	Gorre   represents    Taliagarhi,    often    shortened   in    the
Muhammadan histories into Garni — the Gorij of Lavanha's map

 65.	The " house of stone," masjid and rocks refer to the rocks
and   remains   at   Pattharghatta.    The   " 2   parcells "   of   rock
mentioned below are the Colgong [Kahalgaon] rocks.
 66.	The Kharagpur Hills, the highest point of which is Maruk,
1628 feet above sea-level.
 67.	Agalpore.    This may be intended for Bhagalpur, but in his
return journey Marshall writes Boggulpore, and in his 1671 diary,
when travelling by palki, he writes " Baugulpore " for Bhagalpur.
It is possible that in those days a branch of the Ganges, the
remnant of which can be traced in the Ghogha nala, passed round
to the south not far from Agarpur (S.S.), and this latter may be
Marshall's Agalpore (r and I being interchangeable),

